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About This Game

TankCraft is an action game based around gladiatorial style tank battles, but skill alone won't be enough to succeed here, the
unique thing about TankCraft is the player crafts their own tanks however they choose with no restrictions to shapes, sizes or
design. Battles are split into 6 weight categories; Feather, Light, Medium, Heavy, Super Heavy and Titan(Unlimited) and any

tank under the weight limit for that class can compete.

Because every tank is unique, so is the best way to fight it. There is more than one way to defeat your opponents, you can
destroy your opponents ability to fight back by destroying their weapons or stored ammunition, you can immobilise them by
destroying their engines making any fixed guns they may have useless or you can aim straight for the heart and destroy their

Control Centre instantly defeating them, the choice is yours.

Developed in Unity

Features
-Current Max Tank Size 20x20

-30 Different Tiles to build your Tanks from
-60 Prebuilt tanks/Levels to fight

-Each Tile has it's own hp allowing each tile to be individually blown off a tank
-Cripple and defeat enemies without fully destroying them, leaving only a mangled inoperable wreck

-Contains 9 translations; English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Chinese(Simplified), Japanese and Korean
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Why is the text so small guys? Not everyone wants to have their nose right up against the screen. I tried to adjust the text in the
settings but found no way to do that. I can't play the game if I can't read the text easily.. This game is not running on my
machine for some reason and I'm having problems getting advice from anywhere.. Entertaining puzzle game
I'm against achievement spam games like this (to easy), but i bought this one for customize my profile
The only negative thing is that Steam is learning about this game (more info in the store page). Early Access Review!!

Pros:

Floating through space on intercept trajectories with space junk using only your handheld boosters (and your gun if your
desperate) to guide you... dont miss your target...

A survival game that is a real challenge
-You have to grow food, in order to grow food you have to source the materials and seeds from the space junk.
-Oxygen and electricity are a commodity, use them wisely.
- Defend you ship from the ever present threat of asteroids that can punch holes in your ship and suck out all your precious O2.

Standing, Sitting, or room space compatable. you'll be flailing your arms around to jockey around satelites to avoid asteroid
showers so bring your motivation.

Cons:
Basic graphical design.
The tutorial doesn't explain much.
No music/ over tone sounds
Dieing is frustrating, but your progress on the ship is saved

Conclusion:

No it doesn't have great graphics or a formidable musical score. But the concept is great and very original. If you want
something that stands out from the masses of shooters for VR this is the game for you. Coming from a one man studio this is
great stuff and he is constantly updating and asking the community for feedback I see this going far and getting more polished
along the way.. I got this after I was hacked by a Russian hacker and honestly it’s pretty good I would recommend.. Computer
clicking simulator.
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10\/10 buy now before it's twice the price. I can't figure out how to move. Play for 3 minutes. Game crashes. Change windows
compatibilty mode. Play for 5 minutes, think its fixed, crashes. No matter what I do the game crashes at total random and I have
only been able to make it through 3 levels thus far with restart after restart. When Steam Curators review the game and say "Not
working, crashes" then why the hell does Steam even agree to sell the game??!??!. Nice mod, very hard to win against JIA but
that's probably historically correct.

Start against Easy CPU for Japanese to start with.
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GTA Online loading times have finally been beaten.. The artwork and design is excellent. There is a crisp, sharp and fluid
presentation but gameplay is far too fast and unforgiving. There is zero explanation on how things work. Yes, there is a tutorial
but the tips flash on the screen for about 2 seconds making it impossible to read and thus giving the new and inexperienced
player no idea as to how the mechanics actually work.

Slow it all down, make it more informative and clear as to how it all works and the game would be one of the best 2D shoot 'em
ups on steam - perhaps even enough to rival Bullet Heaven 2 or the Sky Force games.. the absolute best in the LEGO games
killing nazis but for children. Don't WATCH THIS game: A very bad Game with absolutely nothing to do at all.
You start with a horrible UI start a game & are in a chamber where u get FPS drops. All u have to do is explore the fancy levels
& collect useless coins to feed your useless family which are randomly generated. There are no tutorials for this game so u have
to read other reviews to even who wtf this game is.

Its bad very bad.

Personal score: -9.9/10 (graphics are somewhat not bad hence the .1 difference).

I regret playing this.. This game is great fun. I've never played he psychical game but I've owned and played enough table top
sports games to know a gem when I see one. It looks and feels like a tabletop sports game. I'm just amazed by the look and feel
of the game, the controls are on point! If you've ever played Foosball or Tabletop Basketball (you know the game where you
press the buttons to pop the little plastic basketball in the net) it feels like those classic games. It has local and online play as
well, so you and your friends can have a fun time playing this.

A few things holding the game back in my opinion are the following.

 Every match is 3 minutes, you can't adjust the clock to your liking at all. I think adjusting clock is ideal for this game.

Whats a football game with out a cup tournament? I think this game would be even better with friendly matches and
tournaments. Nothing is stopping you from setting up your own tournaments with pen and paper or a phone app though, but it
would be nice to just have it built in the game.

Overall this is a fun game and who can beat he price?! If you're looking for a fun tabletop Football game to play with your
friends at home or around the world or just play the brilliant A.I. solo,, this is the game for you. So much fun and very well
made.. Very good game, no bugs, no inconsistencies, nothing. Plain and clear gameplay awaits you if you read when you got text
to read to know and understand how this game works.

Okay, in the beginning you think (if you are not russian) "Bleh, it's russian, can't understand anything" but if you start the game,
there is a flag in the right under corner. Change the language there and you CAN read! :D

A simple design and still packs a punch! If you like strategy games, this little game will keep you busy without regrets!

Two platforms, one for utilities, shield, life support and the other for offensive measurements. You goal is to activate the cube,
therefor you need to destroy the four ruling empires, who protect the cube, which are in the outskirts of space.
Instead of having planets, this universe is all about platforms. So basically, this universe, everything is flat. (great for the flat
earthians)
You go from one platform to the other, gaining it's riches and resources, going to shops to aid you in certain items, going to
upgrade nodes to upgrade your buildings, repairing... Building you powerful platform that can rule this universe!

This is made by a genius, great concept, unique gameplay, short but fun! Recommendation: 100%. This game is just a basic
platformer. this is not bad, or good at the same time.
The controls are weird, you have to click the knight just to change arrows. and the music just cuts out 2 seconds after respawn....
would reccomend if the music would still be on...

BUht i got the game for 14 cents... i earned money by buying this game.... Is a okay game and for the price isn't bad. However, I
can't handle that it doesn't have a "repeat" button and going back to the main menu is just annoying for me.
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